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DIVINE
PARENTING

TRAITS 

A Guide t o



Very similar to the Divine Traits, here the traits are
adjusted to relating to, guiding, raising children and

parenting in a higher way.
 

We unlearn all the programs of how parenting was
steeped in dysfunction to guide children to higher levels

of consciousness.

learning to parent in a higher way
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Nurturing is truly something every Being on
Planet Earth has been starved of.  It is not only
based on physical affection, but also a present

parent who is in the Heart.  
 

When you are breathing in through the nose and
out through the mouth consciously, everything
slows down, when we are centred in the heart,
we receive divine inspiration, and we can feel

into the needs of others and of our children.  You
will feel your body picking up anxiety or off

energy and will be guided into dance, garden or
to be creative with your children, you will know

when transformation is required. 
 

As a new Mom, you will know before your baby
wakes up that they are about to need you.

 

nurturing
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Accepting all of our Self with Accountability
and Responsibility teaches Divine Tolerance in
honoring all paths.  Divine Tolerance thrives in

discomfort, enduring tests of strength.  
 

Tolerance sets firm boundaries and calls a spade
a spade with respect, tact and Honor.  This is a
particularly important Trait to embody with

Children, understand that as an adult that has
gone through the full extent of EGO

programming, your innocence was taken and so
the innocence of children can trigger that

wound.  Many times, it is the parent acting in
wrong action and not allowing the innocence of
the child to be fully lived.  Be tolerant in times

you feel triggered, ALL triggers reveal a wound.
 

Go within and be tolerant with ‘irritating,’
circumstances. Allow your child to BE.

 

tolerance
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Compassion is True Heart care for where
another BEing is at.  Compassion is an essential

component of Divinity.  What we notice in
others exists within ourselves, for we are all
mirrors.  Only Love communicates directly

Heart to Heart.  
 

An essential component of having Compassion,
is to forgive and let go of what we hold judgment

over.  
 

Compassionate Parenting also allows boundaries
to be set, understanding that compassion means
we love another enough to safeguard them from
the EGO and when communicating feelings with

others always discern if, in the moment it is
highest for you to show Compassion or Passion.

compassion
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responsive
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Ego reacts.  Love Responds.  Love feels for the
Truth and acts with Trust and in pure intent

with clear focus.  Stay centered, breathe deeply,
perhaps wait the night–commanding Atoms to

rest consciously. 
 

Determine the highest course of action and go
forth calmly.  Respond fully from the Heart.  Be
aware of reacting to your child, whether it’s a cry

or negative behavior you are here to be a Love
based responder.



Stop ‘trying.’  As we surrender to the flow of
Nature and of Love, we become Organic.  Let go
of programmed responses, conditioned control

dramas, stop playing to the status Quo, be more.
 

We are here to depart from All we beLIEved to
be true.  This is paramount for parenting.  All

prior systems have been steeped in dysfunction.
 

Allow your True Organic state to lead and guide,
moving with the synchronistic dance of life in

perfect tandem with all that is, it is not an effort,
it’s an allowance to feel free. 

 

be organic
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What is our passion, purpose and driving force in
life?  

 
With Divine Creator we gain the Tenacity and
zest for life that allows us to push beyond the

illusion of “limits.” 
 

Tenacity is walking into the unknown with
Courage, and the knowing that when God is for
us, none are against us.  Show your children the

Super hero you are, going above and beyond,
growing and expanding each and every day,

pushing to greater and grander heights.

tenacity
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divine intelligence
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 Intelligence requires full use of the brain, not
the mind.  The mind is an illusion, a program.

 
Divine Intelligence comes from our Heart

Centered, internal knowing of whole and pure
Heart Truth.  Tap into the Divine Power of Now
to bring forth our gifts of Divine Intelligence and

guidance of our children.



Inner Strength is the ability to overcome
codependency.  Over emotional outbursts often
stem from a lack of inner strength, the ability to
take the most intense triggers and process them
internally is a sign of inner strength.  The ability
to remain solid in the storm, through surrender

and trust in our journey.
 

There is a continuous sense of peace when we
can fully surrender to Divine Will in every

moment.  This will build our Inner Strength.
 

Surrender Free Will and embrace Divine Will in
its place.  This is a key quality for children to

learn, how to harness their own inner strength to
guide themselves through uncomfortable

experiences in their lives.

inner strength
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Unconditional Love is Loving free of conditions.
To Love Unconditionally is to grant others, and

our Self, the gift of purely BEing in every
moment.  

 
We must ask our Self this question:  Is the Love I

express conditional or Unconditional towards
not only others, but ourselves?  Be aware of your

energy towards children, ‘Why are you doing
that?’  Questions based in Interrogation, implies
that what they are doing is wrong, are you sure
that what they are doing is wrong?  Are you in

control?  Do you Love them conditional to them
not doing that?  Will you subject them to shame,
blame, disappointment, anger?  These are all are

forms of conditional love. 
 

Break the perfection and pattern!  Have a food
fight with your children and just laugh and play!

unconditional love
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love perception
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How do we look at the world?  What perspective
do we adopt when events occur?  Do we Respond

with Love or do we react in Fear? (EGO). 
 

Perception, True Reality perspective, is to see all
in the highest light, through the lens of Love.

 
Everything is happening for a reason.  See the

Blessing in All experiences and teach your
children to BE in an experience of Love.



Honor is Being impeccable with your word.
 

There will be MOMents when you fail to honor
what you have intended, you must take full

accountability for this, and dissolve any desire to
blame. 

 
JUSTIFICATION is the EGO.  Take Full

accountability, feel it and FORGIVE.  Guilt built
up will cause you great illness.  Go deep within to
release All Guilt so you can move on fully free of

necessary weight. 
 

To Honor ourselves, we must be free of all
shame.  Honoring means doing what we know

and feel in our Heart to be highest and best.  Feel
into any areas in which we struggle to embody

Honor. 
 

Seek to improve and expand.

honor
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integrity
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Integrity could be said to be doing the right
thing when no one is watching, in truth All of

Creation are always watching.  
 

Hold yourself to the greatest, grandest levels of
integrity possible. We are asked to feel into our

motivating energy.  Is our motivation pure Love?
Is there an agenda? 

 
BE in Heart alignment and follow through on

intentions that have been set.  We walk our talk.
We show up in Integrity.



Our Heart-Brain connection brings forth Unity
Consciousness and is a transmitter of giving and

receiving. 
 

Our Heart can send messages throughout the
entirety of Creation, and all is known, seen and
heard.  We are one with Creation, experiencing

Love everywhere Present, which is the
present/gift. 

 
Open Your Heart to know all is connected, when

we are loving and kind to others we are loving
and kind to ourselves and vice versa.

 
We are all one and this awareness is a great gift

to share with our children.

unity consciousness
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Become aware of your internal dialogue.  Do not
put yourself down, you may be doing so even

when you do not realize it, every lower thought
emits a frequency, the children feel all of them
and will mirror back what we are putting out. 

In this way they are Our greatest teachers.
 

Accept all of the Self Love that is ceaselessly
being poured through our Hearts.  Redirect all of
the Love we have given to others, back inward to

our Self from our Self. 
 

Reheart that we cannot give away to others what
we ourselves lack.  Often, it is us that requires

True Love the most.

self love
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We are All here to Surrender Free Will for
Divine Will.  Divine Will requires we give it

everything we’ve got to embody Divinity, Love
and Push the energies for the New Earth. 

 
This Planet was lost so deep down the Rabbit

hole, the climb up is a consistent application of
Divine Will.  Internally and externally. 

 
When we connect fully to source and our angels,
we are given the Power to embody Divine Will

and discipline.  We ask the universe to guide us as
it Responds with open arms.  Willpower is the
Inner Strength that comes from our diamond

core.

willpower



To fully Receive Love, we must accept Love from
our Self.  It is in the Present moment of Now,

where both the energies of Love and the
Unknown, are our Organic state.  In this space,

we lack nothing and never punish our sacred
Self.  Creation is born here in every Now

moment.  
 

Unworthiness is a deep wound within Humanity,
a heavy hitter that can cause a lot of heart ache. 
 You are worthy of All Love is, you are worthy to

have been chosen as one of God's strongest
warriors on the Ground and to guide your

children in the highest way.  
 

The thoughts based in lower are illusionary so
don’t let the chatter of the EGO win, blast that
out with some rainbow light and push yourself

into Heart felt Love based service!

worthiness
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Humility is a state of BEing as opposed to
embodying arrogance or pride.  Pride will cause

many pitfalls in your experience if you are
attached to it and unwilling to grow beyond.

 
Humbleness requires a presence in every
moment, to look at each situation with a

completely unattached point of view–without
judgment.  Keep your head held high, but not too

high.  Be Humble, be an example for others. 
 

Children must be given the space to BE creative,
they will Create all sorts of Magic if allowed and

who are we to say if what they are sharing is
‘true,’ or not?  Children see and feel far beyond
the five senses, WE are the ones that are limited

so allow the children to guide you, humbly,
through their experience.

humility
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Take Full Accountability for all experiences,
“good or bad.”  This is a process that requires

reflection and feeling.  Always receive awareness
of being out of right action, surrender, even if
you have a counter point save it for another

moment to allow full integration of what has
been shared with you.  

 
Our Soul asked to be fully realized, therefore it

asked also for each of these blessings/lessons,
truly for every experience you have. 

 
Accepting full responsibility allows vulnerability
and the embodiment of True Reality perspective,

which is Gratitude.  
 

It is here, where the growth/gift lives.

accountability
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Entitlement is one of the biggest issues Children
face.  When you are interacting with you child

and then you put your attention towards
something else and they cry, they feel

ENTITLED to more of your energy.  The same
applies to food and toys, stemming from ‘needs,
wants and desires,’ All EGO.  The opposite of

entitlement is Gratitude.  
 

The child in entitlement is not grateful for All
they already have, so they seek externally for
more.  Our Higher Self has asked for every

experience it has had–be it enjoyable or be it
more challenging.  The experience was exactly
what was requested, so be Grateful for it all.

 
Gratitude and Joy are the highest vibrations.  Be
the example of Gratitude by being grateful for
falling over, getting splashed by a passing car ~
Nothing should warrant a negative reaction, or
your child will mirror back to you a negative

EGO reaction.
 

gratitude



Possibility is the cage we live in.  Allow Source,
who is always one step ahead, to light the way

and clear the obstacles.  As a Proactive being, we
have the foresight to always remain on the

highest timeline.  Step forward, align yourself
with Source, and you will receive Divinely guided

action steps, and evolution is assured.  
 

The Angels and Creation ONLY exist in the
Present moment, past and future are fantasy
constructs.  If you are receiving guidance or

getting nudged to do something, do it then, or
NOW.   As soon, as a dialogue of ‘I’ll do it later…’

comes in you are in EGO!  
 

This can be practiced with Children, embrace
their ideas, embrace play and seize the moment!

 

proactivity
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authenticity
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Authenticity is the Expression of the real BEing.
 

We often present a picture of our Self to be
accepted and validated.  Unmask.  We are here to
be in full embodiment of our Higher Selves.  We

allow others to see the Love at the core of our
sacred Self. 

 
Teach your Children that they are not here to be
part of the crowd, they are here to be Fully who

they are.  To be a brave expression of LOVE.
 



Our Heart Powers all that we are, producing its
own electromagnetic frequency.  One Heart has

the ability to affect the entirety of Creation.
 

When we are Heart Centered, we are in
alignment with all that we are, and we can

manifest pure Magic and endless synchronistic
events.  Perceive, observe and Respond with Love

in all moments using Heart telepathy.  
 

This is a Major tool for Parents.  Do not freak
out or react when your child cries, do not

automatically spring into robotic movement ‘just
because,’ this is fight or flight.  Stop, Breathe,

ensure you are calm and centered and a lot of the
time this alone will calm the child down, feel in
with your Heart what the child requires, food,

diaper, connection, grounding, dancing, change
of environment.  Practice this in a Heart

centered Space and see what messages and pings
your own Heart sends back to you.  Let the

frequency of Love guide you.

HEART CENTREDNESS
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Child Like Wonder requires everything to be let
go of.  Release all attachments and be pulled by
the magnetism of our Heart in Wonderment.

 
Sing, dance, play, laugh.  This incredibly freeing
state opens our vessel, allowing the highly potent

healing energy all around us, to enter. 
 

Humanity had their Child Like Wonder stolen
from them, as Mother Earth Herself did, reclaim
this back, see this experience as the miracle it is.

 
Spend moments gazing upon the flower and

draw in the scent of Mother Earth's Creation to
rekindle that wonder.  Observe your children,

they are great teachers of this!

CHILD-LIKE WONDER
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laughter
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The Higher Self Laughs often.  The Higher self
can see the Macro Picture and is connected to
the Glory of All that Source is Creating.  The

synchronicities, The Magic is ever present, and
Laughter cannot be helped!  Pause for a moment
and take another look or a different perspective

at things.  
 

Understand there is always a flip side the
universe is showing us, if we choose to see it.

 
Focus on the lighter side of life and just laugh

things off.  Laughter is food for the Soul while we
play the game of life.



joy
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Joy is the souls Truest Expression.  Check in with
yourself, connect to your Heart center and

emanate Joy there.  Generate it yourself from
within your own Being.  Be a vessel that spreads
Joy for the greater good of all.  Seek that which
brings our soul Joy – for our Joy is God’s Joy. 

 And there is nothing better than hearing a child
laughing.

 
Laughter is a Powerful healing tool, so giggle

away!  Be fully Receptive of all Joy received and
give thanks to Love for bringing such Joy into

your life.



grace
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Grace is a Divine Trait that will allow us to
embody such a High Vibration that we Present

All Our Inner Stability Outward.  Being the
example of Love, Balance, Harmony = Grace. 

 
Let go and let Source move Gracefully through
our BEing.  Grace is the Breath that allows, far

from reacting to and from needs, wants and
desires.  Choosing instead to recreate into a

better sense of flow and embodiment. 
 

We allow Grace to enter our lives, commanding
all actions into right action and losing our Self in

the Now. 



Truth is Pure, and whole Truth heals.  All have
been conditioned to live within an agreed upon
lie, many are conditioned to attach to mistruth

and Half Truths.  All must be discarded and The
Truth of The Heart must be accessed. 

 
Truth may arrive via fire, ice or whatever form is

best for the circumstance – there are no rules.
 

Abandon concepts of right, wrong, good or bad.
The Divine does what is highest and that can

look like anything.  No duality, no judgement. 
 

Allow sacred Truths to come forth. 
 

Whole Truth heals.  And our children should be
taught that Truth heals and sets us free.

 

truth
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Divine Power is attained WITH alignment with
Source.  The 3D is wrought with power over and

powerlessness dynamics. 
 

One holding power over another is the
dysfunctional illusion and Parents must embrace

every opportunity to empower their children.
Praising right action and giving no energy to

wrong action. 
 

In alignment with Divine Will, we activate our
seat of Power, the place of potency.  As our

Heart expands, the Power of Love pours through
us, bringing magical expansion.  With Source, we

have the Power to overcome obstacles/tests in
our path.

powerfulness
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perseverance
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Life is sure to throw you some curve balls! 
 Sometimes, Life may be a bit tense.  In those
moments, our angels suggest that we buckle
down, stay grounded, centered and aware. 

 
Push through it – Breathe and maintain.  These

moments, although uncomfortable, are the
grandest for expansion and spiritual growth. 

 
This is how the diamond is forged through fire

and the example we set for our Children.



consistency
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The EGO (edging God out) cannot be
Consistent.  Consistency is the cornerstone of

the Divine.  The Heart brings presence and
focus, which is Consistency, allowing a clear path
for successful completion of our Heart’s efforts.

 
Banish all distractions; Spiritual discipline is key.

 
A consistent Being will always complete what

they have begun and will see the energy through
to its fullest expression, building upon what has

been done to Create more and more Energy!



courage
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This is a big part of Divine Embodiment as
Beings on Earth were made to be disempowered.

 
Courage is essential on a Planet that has been

enslaved in weakness.  When Passion and
Willpower are combined, Courage is activated.

 
Stand up, speak up, be an instrument for God’s
Love.  HAVE NO FEAR.  We ask our angels to
help us find the Courage to be the change we

wish to see.
 

By being a divine example, we set that example
for our Children to be Courageous too.



empathy
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Our journey is a collection of experiences
through which Wisdom and understanding are

gained.  
 

With this knowledge we can Empathize with and
feel where others are coming from.

 
Divine Empathy applies nonjudgment and

Compassion to a situation.



divine expression
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We allow our energy its Expression, letting the
Divine channel through our BEing into song,
dance, writing, gardening.  All are forms of

Expression that will unlock the throat chakra’s
full Power. 

 
We do not allow our energy to Express

dysfunction.



Children must be allowed to Fully Feel their
experience without control or FEAR.  We clear,

ground, breathe, surrender, connect to, and focus
on our Heart.  This is Full presence in the

moment.  
 

The mind does not understand Feeling. 
 

Breathe in through the nose and out through the
mouth.  If it doesn’t feel good, it’s not Love. 

 
Come back to the Heart of Love, for it is All that

is real.

DIVINE FULL FEELING
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The knowledge that exists within our universe is
multi-dimensionally rich and limitless.  We are
here for the Great remembering, your Heart
knows the Truth and it is through experience

that we gain Wisdom, so do not shy away from
having experiences so your Heart can gain its

wisdom through discerning how it feels.
 

In order to turn experience into Wisdom,
reflection must occur, feeling must be embarked

upon, and realization allowed.  Experience
without reflection becomes just an occurrence.

 
Automatic Writing is recommended for 30

minutes a day to bring the wisdom of the Higher
self forth.

wisdom
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faith
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Finding Answers in the Heart. ~ Love is the
unbreakable and eternal force that holds the
vastness of all Creation together and it is All
accessible within your Heart through Faith . 

 
Ask, what would Love do Now?  Have Faith that

Source has got our Heart, and our back.
 

Love makes no mistakes. Trust in God with
Honor and respect.

 



All Limitless Content

Honors
Mother Gaia
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